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Abstract

Background: A positive D-dimer test has high sensitivity but relatively poor specificity for the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,

causing difficulty for clinicians unskilled in pulmonary embolism diagnosis in determining whether a patient with a positive D-dimer

test needs to undergo computed tomographic pulmonary angiography.

Objectives: We sought to develop a new clinical decision-making rule based on a positive D-dimer result to predict the prob-

ability of pulmonary embolism and to guide clinicians in making decisions regarding the need for computed tomographic pulmonary

angiography.

Methods: We conducted a prospective, multicenter study in three hospitals in China. A total of 3014 inpatients with positive

D-dimer results were included. In the derivation group, we built a multivariate logistic regression model and deduced a regression

equation from which our score was derived. Finally, we validated the score in an independent cohort.

Results: Our score included nine variables (points): chest pain (1.4), chest tightness (2.3), shortness of breath (3.6), hemoptysis

(3.4), heart rate �100 beats/min (3.6), blood gas analysis (2.9), electrocardiogram presenting a typical S1Q3T3 pattern (4.1),

electrocardiogram findings (2.4), and ultrasonic cardiogram findings (3.7). The sensitivities and specificities were 100% and 86.94%,

respectively, in the derivation group and 100% and 90.82%, respectively, in the validation group. Additionally, the observed and

predicted proportions of patients who underwent computed tomographic pulmonary angiography were 16.82% and 10.76%,

respectively, in the derivation group and 18.72% and 11.40%, respectively, in the validation group.

Conclusions: The new score can categorize inpatients with a positive D-dimer test as pulmonary embolism-likely or pulmonary

embolism-unlikely, thus reducing unnecessary computed tomographic pulmonary angiography examinations.
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Introduction

Pulmonary embolism (PE) is a serious disease with high
morbidity and mortality.1,2 In addition, because it has non-
specific clinical manifestations and lacks a specific auxiliary
examination, PE is associated with high rates of
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misdiagnosis and missed diagnoses, which has been a
common source of medical disputes.3 Therefore, it is
imperative to achieve an accurate and early diagnosis of PE.

Currently, clinicians rely on a variety of noninvasive
diagnostic tests, such as plasma D-dimer measurements,
blood gas analyses, lower limb proximal deep vein compres-
sion ultrasonography, and computed tomographic pulmon-
ary angiography (CTPA), which is acknowledged as the
gold standard method, to diagnose PE.4,5 Clinicians pay
specific attention to patients with a positive D-dimer test
because it has a sensitivity of approximately 97% for PE.
However, the specificity of a positive D-dimer test for PE is
only approximately 40%,6,7 causing difficulty for clinicians,
especially clinicians inexperienced with PE diagnosis, in
determining the probability of PE and whether the gold
standard CTPA test is needed for an accurate diagnosis.
In addition, it is not feasible to extensively use CTPA to
reduce the risk of a missed diagnosis in PE. Only approxi-
mately 27% of patients who undergo CTPA have been
reported to be subsequently diagnosed8; therefore, increased
use of CTPA represents a waste of medical resources, results
in expensive investigations, and increases related risks.9,10 In
addition, CTPA cannot be performed in suspected PE
patients in many rural hospitals due to lack of equipment.
Therefore, more appropriate and noninvasive approaches
for PE diagnosis need to be explored and developed.

In response to these findings, a few clinically predictive
models for PE have been developed to separate suspected
PE patients into groups with different pretest probabil-
ities.11,12 Two of the most validated and widely used clinical
prediction tools are the Wells score and the revised Geneva
score.12–14 Of these, the Wells score is more accurate than
the revised Geneva score for diagnosing PE15,16; however, its
utility is controversial because subjective criteria (e.g.,
‘‘whether an alternative diagnosis is less likely than PE’’)
carry a great deal of weight in scoring17 and limit its stand-
ardization, resulting in poor interobserver reproducibility.
The Wells group further found that the combination of a
low or intermediate clinical probability according to the
Wells score and a normal D-dimer result can be inferred
to safely exclude a diagnosis of PE.17–19 However, there is
currently no explanation for why this combination is
effective, and many clinicians are therefore confused when
interpreting results. Above all, these scores are based on
patients with suspected PE according to their clinical history
rather than positive D-dimer results and are intended
to predict the likelihood of PE, aiming to help clinicians
who are inexperienced with PE diagnosis make further
clinical decisions related to confirming or excluding a PE
diagnosis. Thus, in this study, we analyze hospitalized
patients who have already undergone testing for D-dimer
with positive results (i.e., not all symptomatic patients are
analyzed) and explore a new clinical prediction rule that is
based on positive D-dimer results and objective clinical vari-
ables. We hope that this system will guide clinicians in
making appropriate decisions for patients with positive

D-dimer results and reduce unnecessary CTPA
examinations.

In the present study, we developed a clinical decision-
making rule that is based on positive D-dimer results. We
combined clinical variables that can be observed in inpati-
ents in real-time, including symptoms, signs and findings on
frequently performed texts (e.g., electrocardiography, elec-
trocardiogram (ECG), echocardiography, ultrasonic cardio-
gram (UCG), and blood gas levels).20 Moreover, our rule is
derived from a study involving a large multicenter cohort of
inpatients with positive D-dimer results, and our test passed
an external retrospective validation, demonstrating that it is
credible and valid.

Methods

Study Design and Patients

We designed a multicenter prospective outcome study with
the aim of developing a clinical decision-making rule to aid
in PE diagnosis. We conducted the study at the in-patient
departments of three general and teaching hospitals
(The Second Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing Medical
University, China; The Second People’s Hospital of
Chengdu, China; and The First Affiliated Hospital of
Kunming Medical College, China) from August 2016
to May 2017. Clinicians assessed inpatients’ conditions
and determined whether they needed to undergo a plasma
D-dimer test, and we selected consecutive inpatients with
elevated plasma D-dimer who were older than 18 years
as the eligible study population. The following exclusion
criteria were applied: (1) ongoing anticoagulant treatment,
(2) contraindications to CT (e.g., a known allergy to con-
trast iodine agents, a risk of allergic reaction, creatinine
clearance of 0.50mL/s (30mL/min),21 or pregnancy),
(3) an estimated life expectancy of less than one month,
and (4) younger than 18 years. We obtained written
informed consent from all enrolled patients in addition to
the approval of the ethics committee of our institution.
Between August 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017, we screened
3101 patients with a positive plasma D-dimer result and
excluded 87 patients because of a contraindication for CT
(n¼ 52) or protocol violations (n¼ 35). In total, we enrolled
3014 patients in this study.

Once the patients were enrolled, they underwent a
sequential diagnostic work-up, including an arterial blood
gas analysis (while breathing room air), ECG, UCG, and
chest radiography. The clinicians in charge of the patients
performed the clinical evaluations, including recording
demographic characteristics on a standardized data form
(Form 1); recording clinical signs and symptoms of PE;
and recording the results of arterial blood gas analysis
tests, ECG, UCG, and chest radiography. We did not inter-
fere with the clinicians’ decisions regarding diagnostic and
treatment strategies and merely noted which patients under-
went CTPA and the discharge diagnosis.
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Diagnostic Strategy

We considered patients PE positive if they met at least one
of the following conditions: a positive pulmonary angio-
gram in patients with a high clinical probability, a positive
helical CT scan, a high-probability VQ scan plus a moderate
or high pretest probability22 or a venous thromboembolic
event within the one-month follow-up period. Most of the

patients were diagnosed by CTPA, which is the most com-
monly used imaging test to confirm PE because of its diag-
nostic accuracy and wide availability. After the patients
were discharged from the hospital, we tracked them for up
to one month by telephone. During this month, we esti-
mated the incidence of confirmed symptomatic thrombo-
embolic events as the rate of missed diagnoses of PE
during hospitalization.

Name: Gender: Age: Patient ID:

Variables yes No

Symptoms

chest pain

chest tightnes

Syncope

anhelation

hemoptysis

cyanosis

Signs

jugular venous distention

lower limb edema

heart rate≥100b/m

BP 90/60mmHg

Auxiliary exams

blood gas analysis(room air)

SpO2<90% orPaO2<80 mmHg or 

PaCO2<35mmHg

ECG : typical S1Q3T3 pattern

ECG present at least one of the 

following:

1. Incomplete or complete right bundle 

branch block; 2. presence of pulmonary 

P wave or right axis deviation;3. T wave 

inversion in lead V1-V4, ST abnormal

UCG present at least one of the 

following:

1.PAP>30mmHg;2.right ventricular 

enlargment;3.TRPG> 30mmHg.

X-ray:pulmonary trunkl expansion, or 

bulging pulmonary artery segment

Form 1. Collect the basic clinical data of inpatients.
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Score derivation

The patients who were hospitalized between August 1, 2016
and March 31, 2017 were defined as the derivation sample.
We evaluated all the clinical variables (15 variables referred
to here as X1–X15, see Table 2) in our database that are
known to be potentially associated with PE and performed a
univariate analysis to select predictive variables (defined as
those with p values <0.05, indicating significance) for a
logistic stepwise regression model. We included the variables
that were significantly associated with PE in a logistic step-
wise regression analysis, which was performed using the
least squares principle (a ¼ 0.1). The strength of the associ-
ation between each candidate predictor and PE was deter-
mined using odds ratios. We established a multiple linear
regression model and derived the regression equation

A ¼ log itð p
_
Þ ¼ �4:05þ 1:4� x3 þ 2:3� x4 þ 3:6� x6

þ 3:4� x7 þ 1:9� x11 þ 3:0� x13 þ 2:6� x14 þ 2:4

� x15 þ 2:2� x16

The points assigned to each variable of the scoring system
were determined according to the coefficient of variation,
and a constant (4.05) was used as the cutoff value to classify
patients into PE-likely or PE-unlikely categories; patients
with scores higher than 4.05 were regarded as PE-likely,
and those with scores of 4.05 or less were classified as
PE-unlikely.

Score validation

We validated the score in an independent cohort of inpati-
ents who were enrolled between April 1, 2017 and May 31,
2017 were not recruited into the derivation set and were
recruited from two hospitals (The Second Affiliated
Hospital of Chongqing Medical University, China, and
The Second People’s Hospital of Chengdu, China). The
diagnostic algorithm and the diagnostic criteria used to
determine the presence of PE were identical to those used
in the derivation sample study. We collected the variables
that were significantly associated with PE and retrospect-
ively calculated the score for each patient. All patients
were then followed for one month after they were dis-
charged from the hospital.

Statistical analysis

We assessed the validity and value of our score by calculat-
ing its sensitivity and specificity, agreement rate, positive
and negative predictive values, false-positive rate, and
false-negative rate in both the derivation group and the val-
idation group. We then compared the above data between
the derivation and validation samples. In addition, we com-
pared the proportions of observed and predicted patients
who underwent CTPA in both the derivation and the valid-
ation group using a chi-square test. A p value <0.05

indicated a significant discrepancy between the observed
and predicted events. We performed all statistical analyses
using SPSS software.

Results

Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of the participants.
Including events in the one-month follow-up period, a total
of 70 patients (2.33%) were confirmed to have PE. We
found that two patients were misdiagnosed during hospital-
ization and were regarded as PE-positive during the one-
month follow-up period; these two patients were assigned
to the PE-likely category by our scoring system.

We identified 15 variables that were potentially asso-
ciated with PE. The association between each variable and
PE is shown in Table 2. In all, nine variables were found to
be significantly associated with PE and were included in the
stepwise logistic regression analysis (Table 3). These
included chest pain; chest tightness; shortness of breath;
hemoptysis; heart rate �100 beats/min; blood gas analysis
(room air, SpO2<90%, PaO2<80 mmHg or PaCO2 <35
mmHg); an ECG presenting a typical S1Q3T3 pattern; an
ECG presenting at least one of the following: (1) incomplete
or complete right bundle branch block, (2) the presence of
pulmonary P wave or right axis deviation, or (3) T wave
inversion in the lead V1–V4 and abnormal ST; and a
UCG presenting at least one of the following: (1) PAP
>30 mmHg, (2) right ventricular enlargement, or
(3) TRPG >30 mmHg. We assigned points for the score
and applied cutoff values according to the regression equa-
tion (see the Methods section), including the nine variables
that independently predicted PE (Table 4). Table 4 presents
the final score and the optimal cutoff values used to
determine the predefined prevalence of PE in each clinical
category; patients with scores higher than 4.05 were con-
sidered PE-likely, and those with scores of 4.05 or less
were considered PE-unlikely (see the Methods section).

Validity and value of the score

In the derivation group, we retrospectively computed scores
for 2259 of the 2270 patients; values were missing for 11
patients (6 of them quit midway through the study for per-
sonal reasons, and the other 5 could not be contacted by
telephone during the follow-up period). Table 5 presents the
proportion of patients in the derivation group in each cat-
egory. As shown in Table 5, the sensitivity/true-positive rate
(TPR) and the negative predictive value (NPV) of the score
were 100%, and the rate of missed PE diagnosis (false-nega-
tive rate) was as low as 0.00%, indicating that our score has
significant value for excluding PE. However, its specificity/
true-negative rate (TNR) was equal to 86.94%, its false-
positive rate was 11.09%, and its positive predictive value
(PPV) was only 16.95%, demonstrating that our score is
useful for screening for PE. The agreement rate of the
score was 89.15%, indicating that the number of patients
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predicted to have or not have PE had a relatively high rate
of consistency with the observed numbers. In the validation
set, we calculated scores for 737 out of 744 patients; values
were missing for seven patients (two quit midway through
the study for personal reasons, and the other five could not
be contacted by telephone during the follow-up period).
Table 5 presents the proportion of patients in the validation
group that were assigned to each category. As shown in
Table 5, the validity and values (including sensitivity, speci-
ficity, agreement rate, FPR, FNR, PPV, and NPV) of the
score were similar between the derivation and validation
samples and showed no significant differences.

The score also demonstrated the potential to decrease the
proportion of patients undergoing CTPA exams. Our score
recommended that 326 of the 2996 patients who were ana-
lyzed in this study undergo CTPA. As shown in Table 6, the
observed and predicted proportions of patients who needed
CTPA were 16.82% and 10.76% (p< 0.05), respectively, in
the derivation group and 18.72% and 11.40% (p< 0.05).
These ratios were similar between the derivation and valid-
ation groups and showed no significant difference.

Discussion

In this study, we present a clinical decision-making rule that
was developed using a large multicenter cohort of consecu-
tive inpatients with positive plasma D-dimer results. The
score, which was derived using a recommended method,
was standardized and based on clinical information that
was collected from the patients in real-time. The score
allows clinicians to make appropriate decisions for patients

Table 1. The basic characteristics of the participants.

Characteristics

Missing

values, n (%) Value

Derivation group

Total patients 2270

One month follow-up 11 (0.48%) 2259 (99.52%)

Patients with confirmed PE 0 50 (2.21%)

Basic demographics

Men 0 1239 (54.85%)

Women 0 1020 (45.15%)

Mean age 0 60.09� 15.05

Symptoms

Chest pain 0 180 (7.97%)

Chest tightness 0 204 (9.03%)

Cough 0 345 (15.27%)

Anhelation 0 183 (8.10%)

Hemoptysis 0 43 (1.90%)

Signs

Cyanosis 0 218 (9.65%)

Jugular venous distention 0 200 (8.85%)

Lower limb edema 0 261 (11.55%)

Heart rate �100 beats/min 0 196 (8.68%)

BP <90/60 mmHg 0 174 (7.70%)

Blood gas : SpO2<90% or

PaO2 <80 mmHg or PaCO2

<35 mmHg

0 187 (8.28%)

Clinical examination

ECG: S1Q3T3 0 48 (2.12%)

ECG: Incomplete or complete

right bundle branch block; Or

presence of pulmonary P

wave or right axis deviation;

Or T wave inversion in lead

V1-V4, ST abnormal

0 199 (8.81%)

UCG:(Or PAP>30 mmHg;Or

right ventricular enlargement;

Or TRPG >30 mmHg)

0 198 (8.76%)

X-ray:(pulmonary trunk

expansion, or bulging pul-

monary artery segment)

0 235 (10.40%)

Validation group

Total patients 744

One month follow-up 7 (0.94%) 737 (99.06%)

Patients with confirmed PE 0 18 (2.44%)

Basic demographics

Men 0 413 (56.04%)

Women 0 324 (43.96%)

Mean age 0 61.04� 26.23

Symptoms

Chest pain 0 57 (7.73%)

Chest tightness 0 88 (11.94%)

Anhelation 0 70 (9.50%)

(continued)

Table 1. Continued.

Characteristics

Missing

values, n (%) Value

Hemoptysis 0 11 (1.49%)

Signs

Heart rate� 100 beats/min 0 50 (6.78%)

Blood gas:SpO2 <90% or

PaO2<80 mmHg or

PaCO2<35 mmHg)

0 70 (9.50%)

Clinical examination

ECG: S1Q3T3 0 15 (2.04%)

ECG: Incomplete or complete

right bundle branch block; Or

presence of pulmonary P

wave or right axis deviation;

Or T wave inversion in lead

V1-V4, ST abnormal

0 81 (10.99%)

UCG: (or PAP>30 mmHg; or

right ventricular enlargement;

or TRPG> 30 mmHg)

0 66 (8.96%)

ECG: electrocardiogram; UCG: ultrasonic cardiogram; PAP: pulmonary arterial

pressure; TRPG: tricuspid regurgitation peak systolic gradient.
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Table 2. Variables enrolled in and their associations with pulmonary embolism in the univariate analysis.

Odds ratio 95% Wald

Parameter Chi-square Pr>ChiSq Estimate Confidence limits

Intercept 31.4233 <.0001

X3 chest pain 5.5029 0.0190 4.365 1.274 14.951

X4 chest tightness 16.3760 <.0001 10.632 3.384 33.408

X5 cough 0.3940 0.5302 1.528 0.407 5.739

X6 anhelation 44.2457 <.0001 37.223 12.822 108.058

X7 hemoptysis 5.8181 0.0159 14.921 1.660 134.148

X8 cyanosis 1.9688 0.1606 2.834 0.661 12.148

X9 jugular venous distention 1.0946 0.2955 2.217 0.499 9.851

X10 lower limb edema 2.1410 0.1434 2.740 0.710 10.573

X11 heart rate� 100 beats/min 11.1617 0.0008 6.585 2.179 19.897

X12 BP< 90/60 mmHg 0.8223 0.3645 2.059 0.432 9.815

X13 blood gas: (SpO2 <90% or PaO2 <80 mmHg

or PaCO2 <35 mmHg)

28.5034 <.0001 21.507 6.972 66.340

X14 ECG: S1Q3T3 12.5245 0.0004 16.470 3.490 77.718

X15 ECG: (Incomplete or complete right bundle

branch block; or presence of pulmonary P wave

or right axis deviation; or T wave inversion

in V1–V4, ST abnormal)

20.3676 <.0001 11.948 4.069 35.087

X16 UCG: (or PAP >30 mmHg; or right

ventricular enlargement; or TRPG > 30 mmHg)

15.8445 <.0001 9.678 3.165 29.593

X17 X-ray: (pulmonary trunk expansion, or

bulging pulmonary artery segment)

0.7616 0.3828 2.104 0.396 11.181

ECG: electrocardiogram; UCG: ultrasonic cardiogram; PAP: pulmonary arterial pressure; TRPG: tricuspid regurgitation peak systolic gradient.

Table 3. Variables significantly associated with pulmonary embolism in a stepwise logistic regression analysis.

Odds ratio 95% Wald

Variable Chi-square Pr>ChiSq Estimate Confidence limits

Intercept 132.4390 <.0001

X3 chest pain 5.5845 0.0181 3.998 1.267 12.616

X4 chest tightness 16.6543 <.0001 9.873 3.287 29.652

X6 anhelation 45.5563 <.0001 35.286 12.537 99.311

X7 hemoptysis 10.2926 0.0013 28.962 3.705 226.407

X11 heart rate�100 beats/min 13.4341 0.0002 6.430 2.377 17.395

X13 blood gas: (SpO2 <90% or PaO2 <80 mmHg

Or PaCO2 <35 mmHg)

30.2509 <.0001 19.886 6.852 57.714

X14 ECG: S1Q3T3 pattern 11.4889 0.0007 13.248 2.974 59.023

X15 ECG: (Incomplete or complete right bundle branch block;

or presence of pulmonary P wave or right axis deviation;

or T wave inversion in lead V1–V4, ST abnormal)

21.7549 <.0001 10.944 4.004 29.911

X16 UCG: (or PAP > 30 mmHg; or right ventricular

enlargement; or TRPG >30 mmHg)

18.2755 <.0001 9.161 3.318 25.292

ECG: electrocardiogram; UCG: ultrasonic cardiogram; PAP: pulmonary arterial pressure; TRPG: tricuspid regurgitation peak systolic gradient.
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with positive D-dimer results and is expected to reduce
unnecessary CTPA examinations.

Clinicians always view a positive plasma D-dimer test as
a cautionary sign of PE because of its high sensitivity for PE.
However, the specificity of D-dimer is only approximately

30%–40%,6,7 causing difficulty for clinicians who are inex-
perienced in diagnosing PE in determining the probability of
PE and whether a further diagnostic strategy is needed
based on a positive D-dimer result.23 We therefore devel-
oped a new rule for predicting PE in which we combined

Table 4. Final score.

Variables Points

Chest pain 1.4

Chest tightness 2.3

Anhelation 3.6

Hemoptysis 3.4

Heart rate� 100 beats/min 3.6

blood gas: (SpO2<90% or PaO2<80 mmHg or PaCO2<35 mmHg) 2.9

ECG: S1Q3T3 pattern 4.1

ECG: (incomplete or complete right bundle branch block; or presence of pulmonary

P wave or right axis deviation; or T wave inversion in lead V1–V4, ST abnormal)

2.4

UCG: (or PAP> 30 mmHg; or right ventricular enlargement; or TRPG> 30 mmHg) 3.7

Clinical probability

PE-like >4.05

PE-unlike <4.05

ECG: electrocardiogram; UCG: ultrasonic cardiogram; PAP: pulmonary arterial pressure; TRPG: tricuspid regurgitation peak systolic

gradient.

Table 5. Proportion of patients in each category and the validity and values of the score.

Observed

Predicted PE non-PE Total Sensitivity/TPR Specificity/TNR Agreement rate FPR FNR PPV NPV

(a) Derivation group

PE-like 50 245 295 100% 86.94% 89.15% 11.09% 0.00% 16.95% 100%

PE-unlike 0 1964 1964

Total 50 2209 2259

(b) Validation group

PE-like 20 64 84 100% 88.60% 93.86% 9.18% 0.00% 21.43% 100%

PE-unlike 0 653 653

Total 20 717 737

PE: pulmonary embolism; TPR: true-positive rate; TNR: true–negative rate; PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative predictive value; FPR: false-positive rate;

FNR: false-negative rate.

Table 6. Observed and predicted proportions of patients undergoing CTPA in both derivation group and

validation group.

Group

Patients,

n(%) Derivation Validation Total

Total 2259 737 2996

Undergo CTPA (observed) 380 (16.82%) 138 (18.72%) 518 (17.29%)

Undergo CTPA (predicted) 243 (10.76%) 84 (11.40%) 327 (10.91%)

CTPA: computed tomographic pulmonary angiography.
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a positive D-dimer result with other clinical features. We
selected several items significantly associated with PE for
inclusion into the score, including symptoms and signs com-
monly encountered in PE and the results of related clinical
examinations (blood gases, ECG, UCG).24–26 The data
related to the clinical manifestations included in the score
are easy to obtain from the patient’s history and a physical
examination. In addition, the clinical examinations required
are relatively noninvasive and simple to perform, which is
acceptable for patients. Moreover, all the variables included
in this score are reasonably straightforward and objective,
and the scorer can easily come to a ‘‘black or white’’ con-
clusion (i.e., whether the patient is PE-likely or PE-unlikely).
These factors make our score easy to compute and repeat-
able. Therefore, this scoring system is feasible for both clin-
icians and inpatients.

We clearly identified PE, the outcome of interest, and
defined PE using accepted diagnostic criteria that were
verified during a one-month follow-up period.27 All the
items included in this score were precisely defined and rea-
sonably straightforward to obtain. In addition, we used
classical statistical methods, including univariate analysis,
to identify the variables that are significant associated with
PE. This was followed by a logistic stepwise regression
analysis that included all the identified significant pre-
dictors. In addition, the score was validated by different
clinicians in a cohort of patients that was entirely nono-
verlapping with the derivation sample. As shown in Table
5, our score also achieved favorable accuracy in both the
derivation and validation sets. Indeed, the diagnostic cri-
teria, follow-up mode, and diagnostic algorithm used in the
two sets were identical. Although the validation samples
were recruited from the same two centers (The Second
Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing Medical University,
China, and The Second People’s Hospital of Chengdu,
China) as that of derivation group, they were recruited
during different periods (August 2016 to March 2017 and
April 2017 to May 2017, respectively). However, a com-
monly accepted rule requires that there should be at least
five test cases with the predicted outcome (PE) per inde-
pendent variable. In our derivation sample group, 50
patients were confirmed to have PE, and the final score
comprised only nine variables, for an average of 5.6
cases for per variable. We consider that this result may
be due to our broad inclusion criteria (inpatients with ele-
vated plasma D-dimer levels). The clinicians did not have
strict inclusion criteria for performing the D-dimer test for
hospitalized patients because the plasma D-dimer test is
relatively inexpensive (approximately $12) and aids in the
diagnosis of many diseases. Clinically, the D-dimer test can
assist in the diagnosis of patients with suspected PE and
suspected lower extremity deep venous thrombosis28 and
can be performed as a routine screening test before and
after surgery and for elderly or bedridden patients as well
as patients with atrial fibrillation or myocardial infarc-
tion.29,30 In addition, the use of the D-dimer test is

promising in the diagnosis of periprosthetic joint infection
and for predicting some types of cancer.31,32 Therefore, the
group of patients with elevated D-dimer levels will inevit-
ably include many patients with other diseases other than
PE. However, this issue does not reduce the value of our
score because our score is not only intended to predict PE
but to help clinicians make appropriate diagnostic deci-
sions for patients with elevated D-dimer levels.
Unavoidably, our study has the limitation of missing
data. In the derivation and validation groups, we missed
11 (0.48%) and 7 (0.94%) patients, respectively; 8 of them
quit midway through the study for personal reasons, and
the other 10 patients were lost to contact during the one
month of follow-up. Nevertheless, 0.48% and 0.94% are
quite low missing rates and do not weaken the reliability of
our results. Although our research can help clinicians
decide whether to perform CTPA to exclude PE in patients
with positive D-dimer results, our model requires further
examinations, such as ultrasound, ECG, and blood gas
analysis, which are somewhat expensive. However, it can
avoid excessive CTPA and missed diagnosis of PE and can
help clinicians, especially those who are inexperienced with
PE diagnosis, to make appropriate clinical decisions for
patients with elevated plasma D-dimer levels.

Many clinicians, especially nonspecialists (e.g., nonre-
spiratory or cardiovascular physicians) who diagnose PE,
commonly run into problems when they encounter patients
with a positive plasma D-dimer result. In cases of missed PE
diagnosis, some clinicians manage these patients radically by
broadly assigning examinations, such as CTPA, VA scans,
chest 64–detector row CT, or even anticoagulation therapy,
as preventive measures.33 In contrast, some clinicians choose
to temporarily wait when inpatients have a positive D-dimer
result and reexamine their plasma D-dimer levels after a few
days. However, the patient’s symptoms could become aggra-
vated during this time, resulting in further necessary meas-
ures. Our score can be used in inpatients with a positive
plasma D-dimer result to enable clinicians to evaluate the
likelihood of PE and predict which patients require further
examinations. A patient with a positive D-dimer test and a
score of at least 4.05 points on our scoring system has a high
probability of having PE. We therefore recommend that
these patients, who were classified as PE-likely by our
system, undergo the gold standard test, CTPA. As shown
in Table 6, the rate at which CTPA examinations were rec-
ommended by our scoring system and the rate observed in
an actual clinical setting were 10.91% and 17.29%, respect-
ively (p< 0.05). Hence, this scoring system, to some extent,
could be used to reduce the number of unnecessary
CTPA examinations. Hence, our scoring system not
only lightens the burden on patients but also helps clinicians
to make timely decisions regarding the diagnosis of and
therapeutic strategy for inpatients with a positive D-dimer
test. However, this system’s clinical usefulness and the
adherence of both clinicians and patients should be further
studied.
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The present score is not a diagnostic criterion but rather a
tool to help doctors, especially non-PE specialists, determine
which patients with a positive D-dimer test need to undergo
a CTPA examination. As the results show, our score
resulted in a false-negative rate (rate of missed diagnoses)
of 0.00% (p>0.05) in the both the derivation and validation
groups. Its sensitivity (TPR) was correspondingly high at
100% in both the derivation and validation groups, indicat-
ing that the score accurately and effectively identified PE
patients. Regardless of sensitivity or specificity, our score
seems more favorable than the Wells score and the
Geneva score.34 A meta-analysis comparing Wells scores
and Geneva score shows that the sensitivities ranged from
63.8% to 79.3% and 55.3% to 73.6%, respectively, and that
the specificities ranged from 48.8% to 90.0% and 51.2% to
89%, respectively.34 However, further appropriate statistical
analysis is required for their comparison. However, to min-
imize the rate of missed diagnoses, false-positive and rela-
tively low-specificity results are unavoidable (Table 5). In
the derivation and validation groups, we achieved false-
positive rates (the misdiagnosis rate) of 11.09% and
9.18%, respectively (p>0.05), and specificities of 86.94%
and 90.82%, respectively (p>0.05). Our score did result in
the misdiagnosis of some non-PE diseases. For instance, a
patient who suffered from atrial fibrillation and had a rapid
heart rate combined with an intracardiac mural thrombus
and heart failure was regarded as PE-likely by our system.
In addition, another patient with chest wall trauma accom-
panied by a reactive increase in plasma D-dimer levels was
also classified as PE-likely by our scoring system because the
patient suffered from chest pain and subsequently presented
with a rapid heart rate (>100 beats/min) and overventilation
(PCO2 <35 mmHg). Therefore, the presented rules could be
further improved in the future.

The Wells rule is the most extensively validated and most
widely used rule for making clinical decisions. It is mainly
based on risk factors for PE, such as malignancy, surgery
and previous DVT/PE.7 The scoring system presented here
relies far more on clinical information, including symptoms,
signs, and the results of additional clinical examinations per-
formed after a positive D-dimer test that can be obtained in
real-time. We therefore suggest that our score and the
Wells score may be complementary in clinical applications.
In addition, the Wells rule includes one real-time clinical
item, i.e., ‘‘whether an alternative diagnosis is less likely
than PE.’’7 This item is important but is also subjective
and dependent on the clinical experience of the practitioner.
Our score can assist clinicians in assessing this type of sub-
jective criterion by dividing patients into PE-likely and PE-
unlikely categories. We therefore propose that our scoring
system should be combined with the Wells rule to improve
the accuracy of clinical diagnoses of PE. Such a combined
system remains to be studied.

In summary, we developed the first PE-related decision-
making rule that is specific to inpatients with a positive
D-dimer result. Our aim is to assist clinicians, especially

non-PE specialists, in deciding which patients require fur-
ther CTPA examination. The score is intended to minimize
the rate of missed diagnoses in PE and reduce unnecessary
CTPA examinations. Furthermore, our score, which is
based on clinical manifestations and simple auxiliary exam-
inations, is straightforward to obtain, objective in nature,
and easy for both patients and clinicians to comply with. We
therefore expect it to be widely used.
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